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Season 7, Episode 1
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Inmate 4587



Following Oliver’s shocking decision to turn himself over to the FBI and reveal his identity as the Green Arrow to the public, Oliver has spent the past five months in Slabside Maximum Security Prison. Determined to keep a low profile to shorten his sentence for the sake of his family, Oliver is tested when he runs into old foes. Meanwhile, Diggle and Dinah have taken on new jobs and left their costumes behind but not everyone is following suit. With her focus on William, Felicity tries to start over but when someone from her past resurfaces, things become complicated.
Quest roles:
Colton Haynes(Roy Harper), Michael Jai White(Ben Turner / Bronze Tiger), Praneet Akilla(Partner), Jarryd Baine(Reporter #1), Sydney Bell(Reporter #3), Ian Collins(Joe), William 'Big Sleeps' Stewart(Freddie Medina), Marrett Green(Merritt Davis), Ricky He(Tony), Chris Milligan(Jason Stent), Marco Soriano(Mr. X), Richard Yee(Boat Captain), Ryan Booth(Peter Yorke), John DeSantis(Reaper Tattoo), Cody Runnels(Derek Sampson), Vinnie Jones(Danny 'Brick' Brickwell), Brendan Fletcher(Stanley Dover), Tim Howe(Dunbar), Kirk Acevedo(Ricardo Diaz), Evan Roderick(Nick Anastas), Keri Adams(Bethany Snow), Eliza Faria(Zoe Ramirez), Ben Lewis(Self), Jack Moore(William), Joshua Mazerolle(Inmate #1)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
15 October 2018, 20:00
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